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Initial Data Sets with Ends of Cylindrical
Type: I. The Lichnerowicz Equation

Piotr T. Chruściel and Rafe Mazzeo

Abstract. We construct large classes of vacuum general relativistic initial
data sets, possibly with a cosmological constant Λ ∈ R, containing ends
of cylindrical type.

1. Introduction

There are several classes of general relativistic initial data sets, which have
been extensively studied, including:

1. compact manifolds,
2. manifolds with asymptotically flat ends, and
3. manifolds with asymptotically hyperbolic ends.

There is another type of interesting asymptotic geometry, which appears nat-
urally in general relativistic studies, namely:

4. manifolds with ends of cylindrical type.
The problem is then to construct solutions of the general relativistic vacuum
constraint equations:

R(g) = 2Λ + |K|2g − (tr gK)2

divg K + ∇tr gK = 0,
(1.1)

so that the initial data set (M, g,K) contains ends of cylindrical type.
The simplest such solution is the cylinder R × Sn−1 with the standard

product metric and with extrinsic curvature tensor K ≡ 0. Its vacuum devel-
opment when the cosmological constant Λ is zero is the interior Schwarzschild
solution, and when Λ > 0, the Nariai solution. When Λ = 0, other examples are
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provided by the static slices of extreme Kerr solutions or of the Majumdar-
Papapetrou solutions (see Appendix B), as well as those CMC slices in the
Schwarzchild-Kruskal-Szekeres space-times, which are asymptotic to slices of
constant area radius r < 2m.

Data of this type have already been studied in [5,15,17,18,24,25,49,50],
but no systematic analysis exists in the literature. The object of this paper is
to initiate such a study. As is already known from the study of the Yamabe
problem on manifolds with ends of cylindrical type, it is natural and indeed
necessary to consider not only initial data sets where the metric is asymp-
totically cylindrical, but also metrics which are asymptotically periodic. For
the constant scalar curvature problem, these are asymptotic to the Delaunay
metrics, cf. [7,13,14,34,42]), which in the relativistic setting are the metrics
induced on the static slices of the maximally extended Schwarzschild-de Sit-
ter solutions. We refer also to [7–9,13,14,34,37,39–44,46] for the construction,
and properties, of complete constant positive scalar curvature metrics with
asymptotically Delaunay ends. Exactly periodic solutions of (1.1) are obtained
by lifting solutions of the constraint equations from S1 ×N to the cyclic cover
R ×N , where N is any compact manifold. In particular, the lifts to R × S2 of
initial data sets for the Gowdy metrics on S1 × S2 provide a large family of
non-CMC periodic solutions.

For all of these reasons, we include in our general considerations
5. manifolds with asymptotically periodic ends.

More generally, still, some of the analysis here applies to the class of
6. manifolds with cylindrically bounded ends.

By this, we mean that on each end, the metric is uniformly equivalent to a
cylindrical metric, with uniform estimates on derivatives up to some order.
This is a particularly useful category because it includes not only metrics which
are asymptotically cylindrical or periodic, but also metrics which are confor-
mal to either of these types, with a conformal factor which is bounded above
and below. In fact, the solutions to (1.1) we obtain starting from background
asymptotically cylindrical or periodic metrics are usually of this conformally
asymptotically cylindrical or periodic type, so it is quite natural to include this
broader class into our considerations to the extent possible. We shall often
refer to the geometries in cases 4)-6) as being ends of cylindrical type.

Finally, we shall incorporate this study of solutions with ends of cylin-
drical type into the more familiar study of solutions of (1.1) with ends, which
are asymptotically Euclidean or asymptotically hyperbolic. In other words, we
are interested in finding solutions with ends of different types, some cylindrical
and others asymptotically Euclidean or asymptotically hyperbolic. There is a
slight generalization of asymptotically Euclidean geometry, which is easy to
include, namely

7. manifolds with asymptotically conical ends.
This means that the metric on that end is asymptotic to dr2 + r2h as r → ∞,
where (N,h) is a compact Riemannian manifold. The standard asymptotically
Euclidean case occurs when N = Sn−1 and h is the standard round metric.
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For simplicity, we use either of these designations, i.e., either asymptotically
Euclidean or conic, with the understanding that the results apply to both
unless explicitly stated otherwise.

The reader should keep in mind that there is experimental evidence sug-
gesting that we live in a world with strictly positive cosmological constant
Λ [33,45,51], whence the need for a better understanding of the space of solu-
tions of Einstein equations with Λ > 0. In the simplest time-symmetric setting,
this leads to the study of manifolds with constant positive scalar curvature in
which case, as discussed above, manifolds with ends of cylindrical type appear
as natural models. We note that the topology of manifolds carrying complete
metrics with positive scalar curvature, bounded sectional curvature and injec-
tivity radius bounded away from zero has been recently classified in [6] using
Ricci flow. Any such manifold which is also orientable is a connected sum of
copies of S1 ×S2 and quotients of S3 by finite rotation groups; if the manifold
is noncompact, then infinite connected sums may occur.

We shall be using the standard conformal method. This is well understood
within the class of CMC initial data on compact manifolds [29], at least when
the trace τ = gijKij is large enough, in the sense that

τ2 ≥ 2n
(n− 1)

Λ . (1.2)

(There are now a number of results in various geometric settings, which relax
this condition, see [16,22,27,28,31,38] and references therein, but this more
general problem is still far from settled.) Since this paper is meant to be
a preliminary general investigation of the constraint equations for cylindrical
geometries, we shall be assuming the condition (1.2) in almost all of the results
below. Note that in the special case where K = τ

ng, i.e., the extrinsic curvature
is pure trace, insertion of (1.2) into (1.1) yields R(g) ≤ 0. We are not, however,
assuming that K is pure-trace nor that R(g) ≤ 0 unless explicitly indicated
otherwise in some cases below.

We recall that for the constant scalar curvature equation, the barrier
method, i.e., the use of sub- and supersolutions, is effective when R(g) ≤
0; but that when studying noncompact metrics with constant positive scalar
curvature, it seems to be necessary to use more intricate parametrix-based
methods. Because we do assume (1.2) throughout, we are able to use barrier
methods in all that follows. We hope to return in future work to the study
of (1.1) for manifolds with ends of cylindrical type where (1.2) does not hold,
and more complicated analytic methods become necessary.

Our focus here is specifically on the Lichnerowicz equation and not the
vector constraint equation. Thus, in all that follows, we simply assume the
existence of TT tensors satisfying various asymptotic conditions. Large classes
of such tensors are constructed in an accompanying paper [12]. Alternatively,
we could also use in some of our results the compactly supported TT tensors
constructed in [19]. Many of the results below are phrased using a somewhat
general form of the semilinear elliptic scalar constraint equation and depend
only on certain structural features of the Lichnerowicz equation. In particular,
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we carry out our investigations without assuming that dτ = 0, in hopes that
our results can, for example, be adapted for use as in [16,27]. The results here
directly provide solutions of the constraint equations only when τ is constant.

As a guide to the rest of the paper, the next section reviews the Lich-
nerowicz equation and its behavior under conformal rescaling, as well as the
monotone iteration scheme and the method of sub- and supersolutions. Section
3 describes various solutions of the Lichnerowicz-type equation, which depend
on only one variable. There are several cases, depending on the signs, which
we assume to be constant, of the different coefficient functions. These are the
basic models for the geometry of solutions on ends of cylindrical type.

We call special attention to the class of periodic solutions, which general-
ize the constant scalar curvature Delaunay metrics. These constraint Delaunay
solutions, which arise when the TT tensor has constant nonzero norm, should
be regarded as deformations of the standard Delaunay solutions. Continuing
on, the main analysis is contained in Sect. 4. We separate this into two cases,
depending on whether the scalar curvature of the initial metric is nonnegative,
or else strictly negative outside a compact set. We describe the relationships
of these conditions with the sign of the Yamabe invariant of the noncompact
manifold and prove a number of existence theorems for solutions of (1.1) with
ends of cylindrical type in these two cases. The following two sections indicate
how to obtain solutions, which have some cylindrical ends and others which
are either asymptotically hyperbolic (Sect. 5) or else asymptotically conical
(Sect. 6).

In all cases, the existence proofs rely on construction of suitable bar-
rier functions. Appendix A contains a proof of existence of solutions of the
Lichnerowicz-type equation using the monotone iteration scheme and assum-
ing the existence of suitable barrier functions, without any completeness of
uniformity assumptions. We also describe there some generalities about bar-
rier functions and give examples for the special geometries of interest here.
Finally, Appendix B gives a number of examples from the relativity literature
where initial data sets with ends of cylindrical type are encountered.

2. The Lichnerowicz Equation

Fix a cosmological constant Λ and a symmetric tensor field L̃ on a Riemannian
manifold (M, g̃), as well as a smooth bounded function τ . This last function
represents the trace of the extrinsic curvature tensor. As noted earlier, we do
not assume that dτ = 0. We also do not need to assume that L̃ is transverse
traceless, though it is in the application to the constraint equations. To simplify
notation, set

σ̃2 :=
n− 2

4(n− 1)
|L̃|2g̃ , β :=

[
n− 2
4n

τ2 − n− 2
2(n− 1)

Λ
]
, (2.1)

which is convenient since only these quantities, rather than L̃, τ or Λ, appear
in the constraint equations. The symbol σ̃2 is meant to remind the reader that
this function is nonnegative, but is slightly misleading since σ̃2 may not be the
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square of a smooth function. All of these functions are as regular as the metric
g and the extrinsic curvature K.

We shall be studying the Lichnerowicz equation

Δg̃φ̃− n− 2
4(n− 1)

R̃φ̃ = βφ̃(n+2)/(n−2) − σ̃2φ̃(2−3n)/(n−2), (2.2)

which corresponds to the first of the two equations in (1.1). We write it more
simply as

Lg̃φ̃ = βφ̃α − σ̃2φ̃−γ . (2.3)

Here and for the rest of the paper, Lg̃ denotes the conformal Laplacian,

Lg̃ = Δg̃ − n− 2
4(n− 1)

R̃,

and we also always set

c(n) =
n− 2

4(n− 1)
, α =

n+ 2
n− 2

and γ =
3n− 2
n− 2

. (2.4)

An important property of (2.3) is the following conformal transformation
property. Suppose that ĝ = u

4
n−2 g̃. It is well known that for any function φ̂, it

holds that

Lg̃(uφ̂) = uαLĝφ̂,

where Lĝ is the conformal Laplacian associated with ĝ. Thus, if we set φ̃ = uφ̂
into (2.3), this last equation becomes

uαLĝφ̂ = βuαφ̂α − σ̃2u−γ φ̂−γ .

Dividing by uα and defining

σ̂2 = u−γ−ασ̃2, (2.5)

then we have simply that

Lĝφ̂ = βφ̂α − σ̂2φ̂−γ . (2.6)

Note in particular that while σ̃2 transforms by a power of u, the coefficient
function β is the same in the transformed equation.

We shall be seeking solutions φ̃ to (2.3) with controlled asymptotic be-
havior in the following cases:

A. (M, g̃) is a complete manifold with a finite number of ends of cylindrical
type;

B. (M, g̃) is a complete manifold with a finite number of asymptotically conic
ends and a finite number of ends of cylindrical type, with R̃ ≥ 0;

C. (M, g̃) is a complete manifold with a finite number of ends of cylindrical
type and a finite number of asymptotically hyperbolic ends. In this case,
we further assume that R̃ < 0 sufficiently far out on all ends and hence
require that β > 0 if τ = const.
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As explained in the introduction, we use the method of sub- and super-
solutions throughout. Recall that φ̃+ is a supersolution of (2.3) if

Lg̃φ̃+ ≤ −σ̃2φ̃−γ
+ + βφ̃α

+ , (2.7)

while φ̃− is a subsolution of (2.3) if

Lg̃φ̃− ≥ −σ̃2φ̃−γ
− + βφ̃α

− . (2.8)

We review in Appendix A below the proof of the monotone iteration scheme,
which uses a sub- and supersolution to produce an actual solution, without
assuming any asymptotic conditions on the metric. This only requires knowl-
edge of the solvability properties of linear equations of the type Δg̃ −h, where
h ≥ 0, on compact manifolds with boundary.

There are quite a few separate cases of (2.3) to consider, depending on
whether R̃ < 0 or R̃ ≥ 0 on the ends, on whether σ̃2 ≡ 0 or not, on the sign of
β, and finally on the different types of asymptotic geometries described above.
Some of these cannot occur simultaneously under our hypotheses. For example,
asymptotically conic or asymptotically hyperbolic ends, and different choices
of β, preclude certain of these from occurring. Since we are not attempting
to be encyclopedic here, we shall focus on some of the key combinations of
hypotheses and omit discussion of others. In particular, we shall always assume
that

σ̃2 �≡ 0. (2.9)

The case σ̃2 ≡ 0 is the Yamabe problem. In the case of ends of cylindrical
type, this requires significantly different techniques than the ones used here.
Note finally that we do not discuss in any detailed way cases where R̃ changes
sign on the ends; this occurs in many important examples, but requires much
more work to understand properly.

3. Radial Solutions

In this section, we study the Eq. (2.3) on the product cylinder (R × N, g̃ =
dx2 + g̊), where g̊ is a metric with constant scalar curvature R̊ on the compact
manifold Nn−1. We assume further that σ̃2 is a (positive) constant, and for
the duration of this section we also assume that β is a constant, not necessarily
positive. Note that all of these assumptions occur naturally for the constraint
equations; indeed,

L̃ = λ

(
dx2 − 1

n
g̃

)

is transverse traceless for any λ ∈ R, and |L̃|2g̃ is constant.
Our goal here is to exhibit the wide variety of global radial solutions

of this problem on the cylinder, where by radial we mean solutions which
depend only on x. These are nothing more than solutions of the ODE reduction
of (2.3). Their importance is that each of these solutions can occur in the
asymptotic limiting behavior of a more general solution on a manifold with
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ends of cylindrical type. As we have already noted, there are many types of
solutions listed here, and we shall focus on just a few of these in this paper.

Before embarking on this analysis, let us note that when (N, g̊) is S2

with its standard round metric, we can invoke the Birkhoff theorem, or its
generalizations which incorporate the case Λ �= 0 (see, e.g., [47]), to conclude
that the associated space-time evolutions belong to the Schwarzschild-Kottler
family; these are also known individually as the Schwarzschild-Tangherlini, or
Schwarzschild-de Sitter, or Schwarzschild-anti-de Sitter solutions. We refer to
all of these special solutions as the Kottler space-times. Hence, in this case,
the initial data sets described in this section yield an exhaustive description
of the metrics on spherically symmetric CMC hypersurfaces in the Kottler
space-times [20,36]. In particular, all the solutions for which the conformal
factor tends to zero at some finite value of x lead to space-times which become
singular except if they correspond to Minkowski, de Sitter or anti-de Sitter
space-time.

For functions depending only on x, the Lichnerowicz equation reduces to

φ̃′′ − aφ̃ = −σ̃2φ̃−γ + βφ̃α, (3.1)

where a = c(n)R̃ is, by assumption, constant. Solutions correspond to the
motion of a particle in the potential

V (φ̃) = −a

2
φ̃2 − σ̃2

γ − 1
φ̃1−γ − β

α+ 1
φ̃α+1;

the equivalent phase space formulation uses the Hamiltonian

H(φ̃, ψ̃) :=
1
2
ψ̃2 − a

2
φ̃2 − σ̃2

γ − 1
φ̃1−γ − β

1 + α
φ̃1+α.

If ψ̃ = ˙̃
φ where φ̃ is a solution, then H(φ̃(t), ˙̃

φ(t)) is independent of t, or in
other words, the pair (φ̃(x), ψ̃(x)) remains within a level set of H. Since our
interest is in solutions which remain bounded away from zero and infinity for
all x, or even better, solutions which are periodic, it is convenient to study
these level sets.

Since

∇H = (−aφ̃+ σ̃2φ̃−γ − βφ̃α, ψ̃),

the critical points are all of the form (φ̃0, 0), where

f(φ̃0) := σ̃2φ̃−γ−1
0 − βφ̃α−1

0 = a. (3.2)

We record also that the Hessian of H equals

∇2H =
(−a− σ̃2γφ̃−γ−1 − αβφ̃α−1 0

0 1

)
.

The following discussion is organized into six cases: β > 0, = 0 and < 0,
and σ̃2 = 0 or σ̃2 > 0; within each of these we consider a < 0 and a ≥ 0, either
separately or together (a = 0 and a > 0 always behave qualitatively the same).
This covers the twelve possible situations. We are, of course, only interested in
solution curves in the right half-plane where φ̃ ≥ 0. When σ̃2 = 0, the origin
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Figure 1. Typical level curves of H when β > 0, σ̃2 = 0

(0, 0) is always a critical point of H, and its presence influences the behavior
of nearby solution curves. In this case, any solution curve which reaches the
line φ̃ = 0 away from the origin does so at some finite value of the parameter
x (which we refer to as time here). When σ̃2 > 0, then H is not defined on
the line φ̃ = 0, and no solution curve reaches this line in finite time (this uses
the fact that the number γ appearing in the exponent is greater than 2). We
omit discussion of critical points and (portions of) level curves in the open
left half-plane. We illustrate many of these cases with diagrams which exhibit
typical level curves of the function H. The notation H = crit indicates a level
set which contains a critical point, and similarly H < crit or H > crit indicates
sub- or supercritical level sets.

i) β > 0 and σ̃2 = 0: in this case, the function f is monotone decreasing,
with

lim
φ̃→0

f = 0 and lim
φ̃→∞

f = −∞.

Thus, (3.2) has no solution when a ≥ 0, while if a < 0, then there is
a unique positive solution φ̃0, which is always unstable. There is also a
critical point at (0, 0), the stability of which is determined by the sign
of a.

Representative level curves of H are shown in Fig. 1; the left plot
illustrates the situation a < 0 and the right one a ≥ 0. For any a, there
exist curves defined for all x; these are either unbounded in φ̃ in both
directions or else are unbounded in one direction and tend to the critical
point (either (0, 0) or (φ̃0, 0)) in the other. All other solution curves reach
the line φ̃ = 0 away from the origin at finite time and hence remain in the
right half-plane only on a finite interval or else a semi-infinite ray.

ii) β > 0 and σ̃ �= 0: now f decreases monotonically from +∞ to −∞, so
there is a unique positive solution φ̃0 to (3.2) for any value of a; this is
always an unstable critical point. Referring to the plot on the left in Fig. 2,
in the subcritical energy levels H < crit, φ̃ either tends to infinity in both
directions or tends to zero in both directions. In the supercritical energy
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Figure 2. Typical level curves of H when β, σ̃2 > 0 (a = 0),
and when β = σ̃2 = 0 for a �= 0; a > 0 corresponds to the
heavier curve

Figure 3. Typical level curves of H when β = 0, σ̃2 > 0, a �= 0

levels, φ̃ tends to 0 in one direction and to infinity in the other. The
nonconstant solutions at the critical level are asymptotic to the critical
point (φ̃0, 0) at one end, while φ̃ tends to either 0 or infinity at the other.

iii) β = 0 and σ̃2 = 0; excluding the trivial case a = 0, we see that when
a < 0 solution curves are all halves of ellipses which reach the line φ̃ = 0
in finite time (this is the heavier curve in the right plot of Fig. 2). When
a > 0, solution curves are hyperbolae for which φ̃ is unbounded in either
both directions, or else in only one direction and reach φ̃ = 0 in finite time
in the other; the exceptions are the curves at critical energy, which exist
for all time and lie along rays, tending toward the origin in one direction
and to infinity in the other.

iv) β = 0 and σ̃2 > 0: because σ̃2 is nonzero, the solution curves remain
in the open right half-plane for all time. Since the function f decreases
monotonically from +∞ to 0, there is a critical point only when a > 0,
and this is unstable, see the left plot of Fig. 3. All solution curves have
φ̃ either unbounded or tending to zero in one or both directions. When
a ≤ 0, there is no critical point and, as in the right on Fig. 3, all solution
curves have φ̃ → 0 both as t → ±∞.
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Figure 4. Typical level sets of H which include periodic or-
bits when β < 0, σ̃2 = 0 (left) and σ̃2 > 0 (right); in the
central enclosed regions in each figure, H=crit denotes the
stationary point (φ̃0, 0)

v) β < 0 and σ̃2 = 0: there is a critical point at (0, 0), and another at some
point (φ̃0, 0) when a > 0, see the left plot of Fig. 4. When a > 0, there
is a homoclinic orbit connecting (0, 0) to itself in infinite time in both
directions. The supercritical orbits, which lie outside this, reach φ̃ = 0
in finite time both forwards and backwards. The orbits with energy less
than zero and greater than H(φ̃0, 0) are periodic (these are the Delaunay
solutions). When a ≤ 0, all solutions exist only on a finite time interval.

vi) β < 0 and σ̃2 > 0: in this case f is convex, with a unique critical point φ̃0:

φ̃crit =
(
σ̃2(γ + 1)
−β(α− 1)

) 1
α+γ

=
(

− σ̃2

β
(n− 1)

)n−2
4n

.

A further calculation shows that

f(φ̃crit) = (−β)
n−1

n σ̃
2
n (n− 1)

1−n
n n =: a0. (3.3)

If a < a0, Eq. (3.2) has no solutions, and only one when a = a0. In
these cases, all solutions (except (φ̃, ψ̃) ≡ (φ̃0, 0)) have φ̃ → 0 both as
t → ±∞. When a > a0 there are two critical points, (φ±

0 , 0), see the
right plot of Fig. 4, with 0 < φ̃−

0 < φ̃+
0 and H(φ̃−

0 ) < H(φ̃+
0 ). There is

a homoclinic orbit connecting (φ̃−
0 , 0) to itself and defined for all x ∈ R.

Noncritical solution curves inside this orbit are periodic, and we call these
the constraint Delaunay solutions. Solution curves outside the closure of
this homoclinic orbit have φ̃ → 0 either as x → ∞ or −∞ or both.

To summarize, the only cases where there exist solutions for which φ̃
remains bounded and uniformly positive for all x are v) and vi), and in these
two situations, the relevant solutions are either constant or else periodic. It is
worth emphasizing that the minimum ‘neck size’ for the family of constraint
Delaunay solutions in case vi) is strictly positive.
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4. Manifolds with Ends of Cylindrical Type

In this section, we consider complete manifolds (M, g̃), which have a finite
number of ends, each of cylindrical type. Thus, each end E� of M is identi-
fied with the product R

+ ×Nn−1
� , where N� is compact. In the most general

scenario, the metric g̃ satisfies

c1(dx2 + g̊�) ≤ g̃|E�
≤ c2(dx2 + g̊�) (4.1)

for some positive constants c1, c2 and fixed Riemannian metric g̊� on N�. We
are specifically interested in the cases when g̃ on each end is conformal to a
metric which is either asymptotically cylindrical or asymptotically periodic,
but the more general condition (4.1) will be allowed in some of our results.
To set notation, we say that g̃ is asymptotically conformally cylindrical on the
end E� if g̃ = w

4
n−2 ǧ there, where

ǧ = dx2 + g̊� + O(e−νx),

for some metric g̊ on N�; g̃ is called asymptotically conformally periodic if ǧ
is asymptotic at the same exponential rate to a metric g̊ on R ×N�, which is
periodic in x with period T . For convenience, we often drop the index 
 when
the argument being made does not specifically address issues related to the
presence of more than one end.

We also suppose that the functions β and σ̃2 converge to functions β̊
and ˚̃σ

2
, which are either independent of x (in the conformally asymptotically

cylindrical case) or else periodic with period T . Finally, we assume in both
cases that the conformal factor w converges to a function ẘ, which is a smooth
positive function on N . In all cases, convergence is at the rate e−νx. While the
methods here do not require much differentiability, we do need to assume that
R̃ → ˚̃R in those results which assert existence of limits of the solution.

We shall construct solutions φ̃ to the Lichnerowicz equation under various
hypotheses. There is a preliminary very general result, which assumes only that
R̃ is negative and bounded away from 0 far out in each end, but which requires
almost nothing else about the structure of g̃ except that it is of cylindrical
type. The rest of the results here assume some form of either of the conditions
R̃ ≤ −c or R̃ ≥ 0. To obtain solutions which have good asymptotic behavior,
one needs to make more hypotheses than just cylindrical boundedness, and we
prove such results in the asymptotically conformally cylindrical and periodic
settings. If the putative solution φ̃ converges to a limit φ̊ (which is either a
function on N or else periodic on R × N), then φ̊ must be a solution of the
reduced Lichnerowicz equation

Δg̊φ̊− c(n)˚̃Rφ̊ = β̊φ̊α − ˚̃σ
2
φ̊−γ . (4.2)

In the asymptotically periodic case, when φ̊ is a function on N , this is not
the Lichnerowicz equation on N , since the constants c(n), α and γ are for an
n-dimensional manifold rather than an (n− 1)-dimensional one. On the other
hand, in the asymptotically periodic case this is the standard Lichnerowicz
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equation on the n-dimensional manifold S1 × N . In any case, as part of the
work ahead, we must prove existence of solutions to (4.2).

In several places below, we shall use the Yamabe invariant of the confor-
mal class [g̃] on M . This is the value

Y (M, [g̃]) = inf
u∈C∞

0
0≤u�≡0

Qg̃(u),

where Qg̃(u) =
1
2

∫
M

(|∇u|2 + c(n)R̃u2)( ∫
M
u

2n
n−2

)n−2
n

. (4.3)

If K is a compact domain in M with smooth boundary, then Y (K, [g̃]) denotes
the infimum of the same quantity among smooth nonnegative functions with
support in K. We recall the well-known

Lemma 4.1. Let λ0 denote the lowest eigenvalue of −Lg̃ on K with Dirichlet
boundary conditions. Then λ0 �= 0 if and only if Y (K, [g̃]) �= 0, and if this is
the case, then the signs of λ0 and Y (K, [g̃]) are the same.

Proof. Let Rg̃ denote the Rayleigh quotient for −Lg̃,

Rg̃(v) =
1
2

∫
K

(
|∇v|2 + c(n)R̃v2

)
∫

K
v2

. (4.4)

Since

Rg̃(v)
∫
K

v2 = Qg̃(v)

⎛
⎝∫

K

v
2n

n−2

⎞
⎠

n−2
n

, (4.5)

we see that Qg̃(v) and Rg̃(v) have the same sign for any v. From this it follows
directly that λ0 < 0 if and only if Y (K, [g̃]) < 0.

Thus, we may now assume that λ0 ≥ 0 and Y (K, [g̃]) ≥ 0, and it remains
to show that either both of these quantities vanish, or neither of them do.

Applying Hölder’s inequality to (4.5) and using that Rg̃(v) ≥ 0 shows
that Qg̃(v) ≤ CRg̃(v) for some constant C independent of v hence if λ0 = 0
then Y (K, [g̃]) = 0.

For the converse, recall the Sobolev inequality on K, which states that(∫
v2n/(n−2)

)(n−2)/2

≤ A

∫
|∇v|2 +B

∫
v2,

for some constants A and B. Rewrite the right side as

2A
(

1
2

∫
|∇v|2 + c(n)R̃v2

)
+

∫
(B −Ac(n)R̃)v2

≤ A′
(

1
2

∫
|∇v|2 + c(n)R̃v2

)
+B′

∫
v2,

for some other constants A′, B′ > 0. Dividing by
∫
v2 and using that Qg̃(v),

Rg̃(v) ≥ 0 for all v, we obtain

Rg̃(v) ≤ Qg̃(v)(A′Rg̃(v) +B′) ⇒ Rg̃(v) ≤ C ′Qg̃(v) (4.6)
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for any v �≡ 0. This shows that if Y (K, [g̃]) = 0 then λ0 = 0. This proves all
the assertions in the lemma. �

In what follows, we will assume that R̃ remains bounded away from zero
outside a compact set, or has constant sign everywhere, which is certainly
restrictive. There are many cases of interest where this fails and the limiting
scalar curvature R̊ changes sign. As already mentioned, those cases are not
discussed here since they require fairly different techniques.

4.1. R̃ < 0 Outside of a Compact Set

We begin with a general existence theorem assuming only that the scalar
curvature R̃ is negative outside of a compact set. In this section, we are mainly
interested in complete manifolds with all ends of cylindrical type, but neither
of these conditions is assumed in our next result:

Proposition 4.2. Let (M, g̃) contain at least one cylindrical end. Suppose that
there exist constants c, C > 0 and a compact set K such that

c ≤ β ≤ C , −C ≤ R̃
∣∣
M\K

≤ −c. (4.7)

(No bound on σ̃2 is required.) Then there exists a solution of the Lichnerowicz
equation. The conformally rescaled metric is complete if g̃ is, and any end of
cylindrical type remains cylindrical.

Proof. We begin by using a result of Aviles and McOwen [4, Thm. A] that,
given the hypotheses here, there exists a conformal deformation ĝ = u

4
n−2 g̃

such that R̂ ≤ −c < 0 everywhere. Since the first paragraph (p. 230 in [4]) of
their proof is not clear to us, we provide an alternative argument for that step
of their proof.

It is not hard to see, by the assumption on the strict negativity of R̃ far out
on the cylindrical end in particular, that we have Y (K, [g̃]) < 0. By Lemma 4.1,
we must also have λ0 < 0, where λ0 is the lowest eigenvalue of −Lg̃ on K. If
u0 is the corresponding eigenfunction, then Lg̃u0 = −λ0u0, and this is strictly
positive in the interior of K. Choose a large constant A so that Au0 > 1 in
some slightly smaller compact setK ′ in the interior ofK but Au0 < 1 near ∂K.
Then set u = max{Au0, 1} in K and u = 1 outside of K. Thus, Lg̃u ≥ c > 0
weakly everywhere. Since u is smooth away from the hypersurface H where
Au0 = 1 (and by changing A slightly we can always assume that H is a smooth
submanifold), it is not hard to see that this inequality is true in a distributional
sense as well. Hence, we can choose a mollification ũ of u which is smooth and
satisfies Lg̃ũ ≥ c/2 everywhere. Thus, if ĝ = ũ

4
n−2 g̃, then

R̂ = − 1
c(n)

ũ−αLg̃ũ

is everywhere negative and bounded between two negative constants.
We replace g̃ by the metric ĝ and rename it g̃ again; we can thus assume

that (4.7) holds with K = ∅.
With this reduction, we can immediately find a solution to the Lich-

nerowicz equation. Indeed, the bounds (4.7) imply that the constant function
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η is a subsolution and 1/η is a supersolution when 0 < η � 1. The result now
follows from Proposition A.4 in Appendix A. �

If we drop the hypothesis on the lower bound R̃ ≥ −C, then we can
proceed as in the later part of the proof of [4, Theorem A] to find a conformal
factor u, which is bounded away from 0, but not necessarily bounded above,
so that the corresponding metric is complete, but does not necessarily have
cylindrically bounded ends. It is probable that one can go on from this to find
a solution of the Lichnerowicz equation. This certainly requires more work and
we did not attempt it.

Proposition 4.2 is satisfactory in its generality, but has the defect that it
gives very little information about the behavior of solutions far out in the ends.
For metrics which are asymptotically cylindrical or asymptotically periodic, we
can say much more. We take this up in the next two subsections.

4.1.1. Conformally Asymptotically Cylindrical Ends. Let (M, g̃) be a complete
manifold with conformally asymptotically cylindrical ends. Thus, as in the
beginning of this section, g̃ = w

4
n−2 g, and all quantities considered here decay

to asymptotic limits, which are functions or metrics on N , at the rate e−νx

along with at least two derivatives. We assume also that in each end,

˚̃R ≤ −c and β ≥ c for some c > 0.

We now sharpen Proposition 4.2 in the sense that if we select any positive
solution φ̊ for the reduced Lichnerowicz equation (4.2) on each end, then there
exists a solution φ̃ which converges to φ̊ at infinity. Hence, even if we start
with an asymptotically cylindrical metric, the solution metric is conformally
asymptotically cylindrical. (Note too that there are many natural example of
initial data sets with conformally asymptotically cylindrical ends, for example,
appropriate slices of the extremal Kerr metrics near their event horizon, see
Appendix B.)

The existence of a unique limit function φ̊ which solves (4.2) on each
asymptotic cross section Nn−1 is straightforward: with our hypotheses on R̊
and β, the constants η and 1/η, with η sufficiently large, are sub- and super-
solutions of (4.2), and uniqueness follows from the maximum principle.

Choose a smooth positive function φ which converges (at the rate e−νx))
to the limit function φ̊ on each end. We shall look for solutions in the form
φ(1 + u) where u → 0 at infinity. As in Sect. 2, we use the conformal trans-
formation properties of the Lichnerowicz equation to write the equation as
follows. Setting ĝ = φ

4
n−2 g̃, then

Lĝ(1 + u) = β(1 + u)α − σ̂2(1 + u)−γ , where σ̂2 = σ̃2φ− 4n
n−2 . (4.8)

Taking the limit of the conformal transformation rule Lg̃φ = φαLĝ1 as
x → ∞ gives

(Δ˚̃g − c(n)˚̃R)φ̊ = φ̊α(−c(n)˚̂R),
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and combining this with (4.2) for φ̊ results in

βφ̊α − ˚̃σ
2
φ̊−γ = φ̊α(−c(n)˚̂R) =⇒ c(n)˚̂R+ β̊ − ˚̂σ

2
= 0,

where ˚̂σ
2

is the limit of σ̂2. (We use here that ∂xφ, ∂
2
xφ = o(1).) We conclude

the decay rate

s := c(n)R̂+ β − σ̂2 = O(e−νx). (4.9)

In order to construct the desired supersolution in the asymptotic region,
we rewrite (4.8) using this estimate, also subtracting βαu from each side. This
yields (

Δĝ −
(
σ̂2 +

4
n− 1

β + O (
e−νx

)))
u

= β ((1 + u)α − 1 − αu) + σ̂2
(
1 − (1 + u)−γ

)
+ s. (4.10)

For simplicity, denote by h the term of order zero in the linear operator
on the left, i.e.,

h = σ̂2 +
4

n− 2
β + O(e−νx).

Note that h ≥ c > 0 for x sufficiently large.
The motivation for this rearrangement is that the function

r(u) = β ((1 + u)α − 1 − αu) + σ̂2
(
1 − (1 + u)−γ

)
satisfies r(0) = 0 and is positive for u > 0, as can be seen directly by differen-
tiating.

To continue, observe that given ε > 0 satisfying 4ε2 < c, we can choose
Xε sufficiently large that

σ̂2 +
4

n− 1
β + O(e−νx) ≥ 4ε2 for x ≥ Xε.

Now, for any 0 < δ < ε, Δg̃e
−δx ≤ 2ε2e−δx, also for x ≥ Xε, whence

(Δĝ − h) e−δx ≤ −2ε2e−δx

in [Xε,∞) ×N . Finally, assuming that δ < ν, choosing

Ĉ ≥ ‖eνxs‖L∞

2ε2
e(δ−ν)Xε

and x ≥ Xε, and using the positivity of r, we obtain

(Δĝ − h) Ĉe−δx ≤ s ≤ s+ r(Ĉe−δx).

Comparing with (4.10), this says simply that 1 + Ĉe−δx is a supersolution.
We now show that 1 − Ĉe−δx is a subsolution in the asymptotic region if

δ is sufficiently small. Using (4.9), we first calculate that

(Δĝ − c(n)R̂)(1 − Ĉe−δx) = (Δĝ + β − σ̂2 + s)(1 − Ĉe−δx)

=
( − ĈΔĝe

−δx + s(1 − Ĉe−δx)
)

+
(
β − σ̂2)(1 − Ĉe−δx)

)
. (4.11)
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Setting y = 1 − Ĉe−δx, then y < 1 for all x ≥ 0 and Ĉ ≥ 0. Fixing μ ∈ (0, 1),
δ ∈ (0, ν) and any Ĉ > 0, we can choose X = X(Ĉ, δ) so large that for all
x ≥ X, we have y ∈ [μ, 1), and moreover

y − yα

1 − y
≥ μ′ > 0,

for some positive number μ′ which depends only on μ and α. This follows
directly from the fact that the function on the left has a continuous extension
to the closed interval [μ, 1] and is everywhere positive there. This gives

1 − Ĉe−δx ≥ μ′Ĉe−δx + (1 − Ĉe−δx)α.

It is also clear that

−σ̂2(1 − Ĉe−δx) ≥ −σ̂2(1 − Ĉe−δx)−γ .

Using these last two inequalities on the right side of (4.11), we see that

Lĝ(1 − Ĉe−δx) ≥ β(1 − Ĉe−δx)α − σ̂2(1 − Ĉe−δx)−γ +A,

where

A := −ĈΔĝe
−δx + s(1 − Ĉe−δx) + βμ′Ĉe−δx.

The first term on the right here is O(δ2e−δx), while the second is bounded by
−‖eνxs‖L∞e−νx. Choosing 0 < δ � ν, we certainly have that A ≥ 0 for x
large enough. This proves that 1 − Ĉe−δx is a subsolution sufficiently far out
on the end.

We have now shown that, under the present hypotheses, we can construct
sub- and supersolutions 1±Ĉe−δx of (4.10) outside a sufficiently large compact
set in M , with Ĉ as large as desired. To produce global barriers, we must argue
a bit further. Recall that there is a conformally related metric ḡ = ζ

4
n−2 g̃, with

ζ → 1 and ∂ζ, ∂2ζ going to zero exponentially fast, which has R̄ ≤ −c < 0
on all of M . So if we write the Lichnerowicz equation relative to this metric,
then sufficiently small and large positive constants η and η−1 are sub- and
supersolutions. This means that ηζ and η−1ζ are global sub- and supersolutions
for the equation relative to ĝ, and hence, ηφζ and η−1φζ are global sub- and
supersolutions for the equation relative to g̃.

All this leads us eventually to the global weak sub- and supersolutions

max{φ(1 − Ĉe−δx), ηφζ} and min {φ(1 + Ĉe−δx), η−1φζ}
for the original equation relative to g̃; the lower bound μ which appears in the
argument above should be determined by μ := inf ηζ > 0. Notice that these
functions converge exponentially quickly to one another as x → ∞, which
controls as well the asymptotics of the solution which lies between them.

We have now proved:

Theorem 4.3. Fix any number c > 0 and suppose that β ≥ c. Let g̃ be a
metric with a finite number of asymptotically conformally cylindrical ends on
Mn, n ≥ 3, such that the limiting scalar curvature ˚̃R = limx→∞ R̃ is strictly
negative in each end. Assume also that g̃, R̃, σ̃ and β all approach their limits
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on each end at the rate e−νx. Then there exists a solution φ̃ of the Lichnerowicz
equation so that φ̃ converges (at some exponential rate) to a limiting function φ̊,
which is a solution of (4.2). In particular, the solution metric φ̃

4
n−2 g̃ remains

asymptotically conformally cylindrical.

4.1.2. Asymptotically Periodic Ends. As described at the beginning of this
section, the metric g̃ is said to be conformally asymptotically periodic on an
end E� if, on that end, g̃ = w

4
n−2 g where g differs from a metric ǧ, which has

period T on R × N , where the difference is a tensor which has local Hölder
norm decaying like e−νx:

h := g − ǧ satisfies ‖eνxh‖2+�,α < ∞ for some ν > 0. (4.12)

The conformal factor w is assumed to decay to a smooth periodic function at
the same exponential rate. We also suppose that both σ and β decay like e−νx

to functions σ̌ and β̌ which both have the same period T .
All such ends are cylindrically bounded, so Proposition 4.2 already guar-

antees the existence of solutions φ̃ of the Lichnerowicz equation in this context
if we assume that the scalar curvature is negative and bounded away from zero
outside a compact set.

One special feature of this case is that we can exploit known results on
compact manifolds. Thus, suppose that g̃ is asymptotic to the periodic metric
ǧ. This induces a metric, which we give the same name, on S1

T × N (here
S1

T = R/TZ). We can invoke the complete existence theory for the Yamabe
problem on compact manifolds to choose a smooth positive conformal factor
λ on S1 × N such that λ

4
n−2 ǧ has constant scalar curvature. This metric

lifts to a periodic metric on R × N , and we can obviously replace ǧ by this
new conformally related metric so as to assume that g̃ ∼ w̌

4
n−2 ǧ where ǧ has

constant scalar curvature. Note that even if ǧ is asymptotically cylindrical,
i.e., ǧ = dx2 + g̊, the modified metric may be only asymptotically periodic.
The constraint Delaunay metrics in Sect. 3 are an example of this.

We now show that if the ends of (M, g̃) are all asymptotically conformally
periodic, then there is a solution of the Lichnerowicz equation which has the
same structure. To prove this, let φ̌ ∈ C2,α(S1 ×N) be the (strictly positive)
solution of the limiting equation

Lǧφ̌ = −σ̌2φ̌−γ + β̌φ̌α. (4.13)

Assuming that Ř ≤ −c < 0, existence is easy: the subsolution is a small
positive constant η and the supersolution is a large positive constant η−1.

Modifying the metric as above, we now search for solutions of the form
φ̃ = φ+ ψ, where ψ decays like e−νx. It is then possible to follow the steps in
the argument of Sect. 4.1.1 almost exactly. This leads to the

Theorem 4.4. Suppose that β ≥ c > 0, and let g̃ be a metric with a finite
number of conformally asymptotically periodic ends on Mn, n ≥ 3. Assume
that R̃ ≤ −c < 0 outside a compact set. Then there exists a solution φ̃ of the
Lichnerowicz equation so that each end remains asymptotically conformally
periodic.
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There is an obvious extension of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 which allows (M, g̃)
to have ends of both types. We leave details to the reader.

4.2. R̃ ≥ 0
We now consider metrics on a manifold with a finite number of conformally
asymptotically cylindrical or periodic ends, assuming that R̃ enjoys certain
positivity properties.

4.2.1. Yamabe Positivity. We start with a discussion of the Yamabe invariant
in the present context. The results here are only intended to provide an al-
ternative perspective to the results of Sect. 4.2.2, and the analysis and results
there are independent of the ones here.

Our initial result corresponds to the first step in the proof of Proposi-
tion 4.2. In that setting, if R̃ ≤ −c < 0 outside a compact set, then without
any further conditions it is possible to make an initial conformal change to
arrange that R̃ ≤ −c < 0 on all of M . The analogue of this result when R̃ ≥ 0
requires an extra hypothesis on the Yamabe invariant, as defined in (4.3).

It is well known that if M is compact, then −∞ < Y (M, [g̃]) ≤ Y (Sn),
and that the infimum of the functional Qg̃ is always realized. For manifolds
with exactly cylindrical ends, a parallel though somewhat less complete the-
ory is developed in [1]. Suppose that the ends are modeled on the products
(R+ ×N�, dx

2 + g̊�). As before, we assume for simplicity that there is only one
end and drop the subscript 
. Although [1] assumes that the restriction of g̃ on
the end is exactly of product type, it is not hard to extend their results to the
case of asymptotically cylindrical metrics, see [2]. Furthermore, if g̃ is confor-
mally asymptotically cylindrical, so g̃ = w4/(n−2)ǧ, where ǧ is asymptotically
cylindrical, then it is obvious that Y (M, [g̃]) = Y (M, [ǧ]). Thus, we may talk
about the Yamabe invariant in this slightly more general setting.

One of the key points in [1] is that Y (M, [g̃]) is regulated by the lowest
eigenvalue μ0 of the operator

− Lg̊ := −Δg̊ + c(n)R̊, (4.14)

which we have already encountered as the linear part of the reduced Lich-
nerowicz operator (4.2). (Just as for that operator, this is not the conformal
Laplacian on N because the constant c(n) is appropriate for an n-dimensional
manifold, not an (n − 1)-dimensional one.) The first main result [1, Lemma
2.9] is that μ0 ≥ 0 if and only if Y (M, [g̃]) > −∞. It is not hard to see that

Y (M, [g̃]) ≤ Y (R ×N, [dx2 + g̊]) ≤ Y (Sn), (4.15)

with the second equality sharp except when (M, g̃) is conformal to the sphere,
with its standard metric, punctured at a finite number of points. If Y (M, [g̃])
< Y (R × N, [dt2 + g̊]) and μ0 > 0, then there exists a metric in [g̃] which
minimizes the Yamabe functional, but this metric is incomplete, with isolated
conic singularities and the minimizing function u decays exponentially along
the ends. (If μ0 = 0 the existence theory is more complicated, and the solu-
tions when they exist are complete but of cusp type.) The paper [2] contains
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a substantial generalization of their result and a closer investigation of the
asymptotics of the solution, even in the cylindrical setting.

Before stating our first result, we recall an alternate characterization of
the positivity of the Yamabe invariant, which is needed in the argument.

Lemma 4.5. Let (M, g̃) be a complete manifold with ends which are conformally
asymptotically cylindrical or periodic. Then the condition Y (M, [g̃]) > 0 is
equivalent to the pair of conditions

i) theL2 spectrum of − Lg̃ lies in [0,∞), and (4.16)
ii) 0 does not lie in the point spectrum of − Lg̃. (4.17)

Before starting the proof, we remark that unlike Lemma 4.1, where we
only considered the signs of these invariants on a compact manifold with
boundary, here we consider their behavior on the noncompact manifold M .

Proof. Denote by λ0(K) the lowest eigenvalue of −Lg̃ with Dirichlet boundary
conditions on any smoothly bounded compact subdomain of M , and Y (K, [g̃])
the Yamabe invariant of any such subdomain. By Lemma 4.1, these have the
same sign for any K. By (strict) domain monotonicity, if λ0(M) ≥ 0 then
λ0(K) > 0 for any K hence Y (K, [g̃]) > 0 and finally Y (M, [g̃]) ≥ 0. Similar
reasoning shows that if Y (M, [g̃]) > 0 then λ0(M) ≥ 0.

It suffices now to prove that 0 is an L2 eigenvalue if and only if
Y (M, [g̃]) = 0. Suppose first that 0 is an L2 eigenvalue, and let u0 be the
corresponding eigenfunction. Elliptic regularity implies that u0 is as differen-
tiable as the metric allows, and completeness of M together with the usual
sequence of cutoffs shows that u0 ∈ H1(M), with u0 > 0. Since the ends of
(M, g̃) are cylindrically bounded, we claim that (M, g̃) admits a Sobolev in-
equality (we substantiate this momentarily) and hence u0 ∈ L2n/(n−2) as well.
It is then straightforward to check that cutting off u0 to be supported in larger
and larger sets gives a minimizing sequence for Qg̃, so that Y (M, [g̃]) = 0. In
fact, u0 itself is a minimizer for this functional and Qg̃(u0) = 0.

Regarding the claim about the existence of a Sobolev inequality, we re-
call the following standard facts (discussed in more detail in [2]). First, the
existence of a Sobolev inequality is a quasi-isometry invariant, so we may as
well assume that (M, g̃) has exact cylindrical ends. Next, such an inequality
is localizable, so it is enough to show that any cylinder R × N , where N is
compact, admits a Sobolev inequality. Finally, if a Sobolev inequality holds for
N1 and N2, then it holds for the Riemannian product N1 × N2. Thus, since
any compact manifold N admits a Sobolev inequality, as does the real line, we
see that the same is true for the cylinder and hence the manifold M .

Suppose conversely that Y (M, [g̃]) = 0. We now quote [2, Proposition
1.1], which guarantees in this setting that Y (R × N, [dx2 + g̊]) > 0 because
(M, [g̃]) admits a Sobolev inequality. But now we may apply [1, Theorem
A], which asserts that since Y (M, [g̃]) < Y (R × N, [dx2 + g̊]), there exists a
minimizer u for Qg̃, so that Qg̃(u) = 0. Theorem B of that same paper asserts
that u decays exponentially and thus lies in L2. Since the Euler-Lagrange
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equation for Qg̃ for this function u is simply −Lg̃u = 0, we see that 0 is an L2

eigenvalue. �
Proposition 4.6. Suppose that (M, g̃) has conformally asymptotically cylindri-
cal or periodic ends and that Y (M, [g̃]) > 0. Then there exists u ∈ C∞(M)
with u > 0 on all of M and u → u0 > 0 as x → ∞, where u0 ∈ C∞(N)
in the cylindrical case and u0 ∈ C∞(S1 × N) in the periodic case, such that
ǧ = u4/(n−2)g̃ has Ř > 0 everywhere.

Proof. We proceed by modifying the metric in two steps: in the first, we change
conformally to a metric which has strictly positive scalar curvature outside a
compact set, and in the second we arrange that the scalar curvature becomes
positive everywhere. As noted earlier, we may as well replace the metric g̃ by
the conformally related one ǧ which is asymptotic to dx2 + g̊ in the asymptot-
ically cylindrical setting and to g̊ in the asymptotically periodic setting. We
discuss the former case first.

For the first step, by our hypothesis and (4.15), we see that Y (R ×
N, [dx2 + g̊]) > 0. By [1, Lemma 2.9], this implies that μ0 > 0, where as above,
μ0 is the lowest eigenvalue of −Lg̊. Let ψ0 be the ground state eigenfunction
for Lg̊, so that Lg̊ψ0 = −μ0ψ0 and ψ0 > 0 on N .

Now choose a function ψ which is strictly positive on all of M and which
equals ψ0 far out on each end. Define g = ψ

4
n−2 ǧ. Then

Lǧψ = −c(n)Rψα.

Comparing this with the fact that Lǧψ → Lg̊ψ0 = −μ0ψ0 as x → ∞, we see
that R ≥ c > 0 outside a compact set.

For simplicity, rename the new metric as g̃ again so that we now prove
our statement assuming that R̃ ≥ c > 0 far out on the ends.

For the next step, choose a smooth function f which equals −c(n)R̃
outside a large compact set and such that f ≤ −c < 0 everywhere. We claim
that there is a unique bounded solution to the equation Lg̃u = f . Setting
u = 1 + v, we can rewrite this equation as

Lg̃v = f + c(n)R̃ := f̃ .

By construction, f̃ is compactly supported.
We construct barrier functions for this equation. By Lemma 4.5, the

spectrum of −Lg̃ is nonnegative and 0 is not an L2 eigenvalue. Since we have
arranged that R̃ ≥ c > 0 on the ends, the continuous spectrum of −Lg̃ must
lie in a ray [c′,∞) for some c′ > 0; hence, the interval (0, c′) contains only
isolated L2 eigenvalues of finite rank. Putting these facts together, we see that
0 does not lie in the closure of the spectrum.

To proceed, assume first that the bottom of the spectrum of −Lg̃ is an
isolated L2 eigenvalue λ0 > 0. Thus, λ0 is necessarily simple and there exists
a strictly positive L2 eigenfunction φ0 on M such that −Lg̃φ0 = λ0φ0. Now,
since f̃ is compactly supported and φ0 > 0 everywhere, we can choose A � 0
so that

Lg̃Aφ0 = −Aλ0φ0 ≤ f̃ , and Lg̃(−Aφ0) = Aλ0φ0 ≥ f̃ .
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By Proposition A.1 in Appendix A, this gives a solution v to Lg̃v = f̃ with
−Aφ0 ≤ v ≤ Aφ0. Since g̃ is conformally asymptotically cylindrical or periodic,
it is known that φ0 decays exponentially (see [2] for the cylindrical case and
[42] for the periodic case).

If there is no L2 eigenvalue below the continuous spectrum, we can still
obtain sub- and supersolutions as follows. Fix any 0 < λ < inf spec (−Lg̃).
A theorem due to Sullivan [48, Theorem 2.1] gives the existence of a strictly
positive function φ such that Lg̃φ = −λφ. Strictly speaking, Sullivan’s theorem
is only stated for the Laplace operator itself rather than for an operator of the
form Δg̃ − c(n)R̃. However, inspection of the proof [48, p. 337] shows that the
proof adapts immediately to this slightly more general setting since it relies
only on the Harnack inequality, the existence of which for Lg̃ is classical [23].

Choose a large compact set K ⊂ M so that R̃ ≥ c > 0 outside K. Then
Lg̃e

−εx ≤ −c′e−εx outside of K. Choose a slightly smaller compact set K ′ ⊂ K
and a constant η > 0 so that ηφ > e−εx on ∂K ′ but ηφ < e−εx on ∂K, and
then define φ̃ = min{ηφ, e−εx} in K\K ′, φ̃ = ηφ in K ′ and φ̃ = e−εx outside
of K. This is the minimum of two supersolutions in the overlap region K\K ′

and equal to a smooth supersolution outside of the overlap, so is a global weak
supersolution (compare Appendix A). It is also strictly positive and uniformly
bounded. Thus, as before, sufficiently large multiples of −φ̃ and φ̃ serve as
barriers to find a solution v which, as before, decays exponentially.

To conclude the argument, the function u = 1+v solves Lg̃u = f < 0. We
know that u > 0 outside a large compact set. To show that u > 0 everywhere,
choose a smoothly bounded compact set K so that R̃ > 0 outside K, and let
λ0(K) be the lowest eigenvalue of −Lg̃ with Dirichlet boundary conditions on
K. If K is sufficiently large, λ0(K) > 0 and the associated eigenfunction φ0 is
strictly positive. A brief calculation shows that

Δg̃
u

φ0
+ 2

∇φ0

φ0
· ∇

(
u

φ0

)
− λ0(K)

u

φ0
=

f

φ0
< 0 .

This equation shows that u/φ0 cannot attain a nonpositive minimum at any
point q ∈ K, and since u/φ0 → +∞ at ∂K, we conclude that u > 0 everywhere.

The modifications of this argument to the conformally asymptotically
periodic setting are straightforward and left to the reader. �

4.2.2. The Lichnerowicz Equation. Let us now return to the main problem.
We assume that (M, g̃) has conformally asymptotically cylindrical or periodic
ends, and 0 ≤ β ≤ C. We also assume that one of the following two hypotheses
holds:

a) Y (M, [g̃]) > 0, so by Proposition 4.6, we may as well assume that 0 <
c ≤ R̃ ≤ C on all of M , or

b) 0 ≤ R̃ ≤ C on all of M and R̃+ β ≥ c > 0 outside some compact set.

We shall use an argument of Maxwell [38] (see [26] for a similar idea)
which we explain first in the following setting. Let h, a, and f be smooth
functions on a compact Riemannian manifold (N, g̊), with f ≥ 0, a ≥ 0 and
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f + h ≥ c > 0. Consider the equation

Δg̊u− hu = fuα − au−γ (4.18)

(the specific values of α > 1 and γ > 0 are unimportant here). We also require
that a �≡ 0.

By the strict positivity of h+ f (and the compactness of N), there exists
a unique u1 such that

Δg̊u1 − (h+ f)u1 = −a. (4.19)

This function is strictly positive by the maximum principle. If t > 0 is suffi-
ciently small, then ut = tu1 is a subsolution of (4.18): indeed, ta ≤ at−γu−γ

1

and ftu1 ≥ ftαuα
1 for t � 1, thus

Δg̊ut − hut = −ta+ tu1f ≥ −at−γu−γ
1 + ftαuα

1 . (4.20)

On the other hand, a large positive constant provides a supersolution. Hence,
(4.18) has a solution.

In our particular setting, if β̊ ≥ 0, ˚̃R ≥ 0 and β̊ + ˚̃R ≥ c > 0, and in
addition, ˚̃σ

2 �≡ 0, then we immediately obtain a solution φ̊ of the limiting
equation (4.2) by this argument.

Now we adapt this same construction to a manifold (M, g̃) with confor-
mally asymptotically cylindrical ends. The analogue of (4.19) is now

Δg̃u1 − (c(n)R̃+ β)u1 = −σ̃2. (4.21)

We assume that R̃, β and σ̃2 converge to their asymptotic limits ˚̃R, β̊ and
˚̃σ

2 �≡ 0 at an exponential rate e−νx in the sense that R̃ − ˚̃R ∈ e−νxC0,μ(M)
for some μ ∈ (0, 1), and similarly for the other two functions. Here C0,μ(M)
consists of all functions u ∈ C0,μ

loc (M) such that

sup
X≥0

||u||0,μ,[X,X+1]×N < ∞,

where || · ||0,μ,[X,X+1]×N denotes the Hölder norm on the finite cylindrical
section where X ≤ x ≤ X + 1.

As above, fix a solution ů of the limiting equation (4.2). In the asymp-
totically periodic case we make the obvious corresponding hypotheses, with
˚̃R, β̊ and ˚̃σ

2
periodic, all with the same period as the metric, and we can then

choose a periodic solution ů.
Choose a function ů1 which coincides with ů far out on each end. We

seek a solution of (4.21) of the form u1 = ů1 + v. Thus, v must satisfy

Δg̃v − (c(n)R̃+ β)v = −σ̃2 − (Δg̃ů1 − (c(n)R̃+ β)̊u1). (4.22)

One readily checks that in either the asymptotically conformally cylin-
drical or periodic settings, the right-hand side lies in e−νxC0,μ(M). Using the
functions

φ = min{1, Ae−ν′x}
and −φ as super- and subsolutions, where 0 < ν′ < ν and A � 0, we obtain a
bounded solution of this equation. Since u1 = ů1 + v → ů > 0 as x → ∞, it
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must be strictly positive outside a large compact set; the maximum principle
applied to (4.21) gives u1 ≥ c > 0 everywhere.

Finally, the same calculation (4.20) shows that u− := tu1 is a strictly
positive subsolution of (4.21) when 0 < t � 1, while a large constant u+ := C
provides a supersolution.

Calculations similar to those of Sect. 4.1.1 (in fact simpler because for
R̃ ≥ c > 0 no careful study of the right- hand side is needed) show that
ů ± Ce−δx are also sub- and supersolutions for a sufficiently small δ > 0.
Hence,

φ̃− = max(̊u− Ce−δx, u−) and φ̃+ = min(̊u+ Ce−δx, u+) (4.23)

are weak sub- and supersolutions of the Lichnerowicz equation.
Altogether, we have proved the

Theorem 4.7. Let (M, g̃) have a finite number of conformally asymptotically
cylindrical and periodic ends. Suppose that either of the hypotheses a) or b)
above hold, and

β − β̊ = O(e−νx) , σ̃2 − ˚̃σ
2

= O(e−νx) , ˚̃σ
2 �≡ 0,

for some functions ˚̃σ
2
> 0, β̊ on N in the asymptotically cylindrical ends,

and for some functions ˚̃σ
2
, β̊ on S1 ×N in the asymptotically periodic ends.

Then there exists a solution φ̃ of the Lichnerowicz equation so that each end
of cylindrical type remains of the same type for the metric φ̃

4
n−2 g̃.

5. Manifolds with Asymptotically Hyperbolic and Cylindrical
Ends

The constructions in Sect. 4.1 generalize immediately to manifolds which have
a finite number of ends, some asymptotically hyperbolic, as defined in [3],
and the others cylindrically bounded. The cylindrical ends are handled as in
the Sect. 4.1, while the asymptotically hyperbolic ones are treated as in [3].
The reader should have no difficulties supplying the details to establish the
following

Theorem 5.1. Let (M, g̃) be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n ≥ 3 with
a finite number of conformally asymptotically cylindrical or periodic ends and
a finite number of asymptotically hyperbolic ends. Suppose that β ≥ c > 0, and
that in each asymptotically cylindrical end, the limiting scalar curvature R̊ is
negative. We assume moreover that β approaches a constant and σ̃2 approaches
zero in the asymptotically hyperbolic ends with the usual rates as in [3], and
in addition that on each cylindrical end

σ̃2 − ˚̃σ
2

= O(e−εx) ,

for some bounded function ˚̃σ
2

on N . Then there exists a solution φ̃ of the
Lichnerowicz equation so that in the conformally rescaled metric, each end has
the same type as for g̃.
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6. Manifolds with Asymptotically Flat and Cylindrical Ends,
R̃ ≥ 0

We now extend the analysis of Sect. 4.2 and suppose that (M, g̃) is a complete
manifold with a finite number of ends, each one either cylindrical with R̃ ≥ 0,
or else asymptotically Euclidean or conical. As mentioned in the introduction,
it is simpler to refer to this last case as only asymptotically Euclidean, the
conical case being understood. We only consider the problem with

Λ = 0,

and assume that β ≥ 0, with both β and σ̃2 tending to zero in the asymp-
totically Euclidean ends faster than r−2−ε for some ε > 0. We also assume
that σ̃2 → ˚̃σ

2 �≡ 0 and β → β̊ exponentially fast along each asymptotically
conformally cylindrical (in which case ˚̃σ

2
and β̊ are functions on N) or asymp-

totically periodic end (in which case ˚̃σ
2

and β̊ are periodic on R×N , with the
same period as the metric). Finally, we assume that sufficiently far out in the
cylindrical ends the scalar curvature is bounded away from zero.

Special cases of the construction in this section have been considered
in [15,17,18,49]. The reader is referred to [10,11,21,30] and references therein
for more information on the constraint equations on asymptotically flat man-
ifolds.

We start by arranging that g̃ has controlled curvature in the asymptoti-
cally Euclidean regions. For some constant r0 � 0 to be chosen below, let χ
be a smooth nonnegative function which equals one for r ≥ r0 in the asymp-
totically Euclidean ends and vanishes for r ≤ r0 − 1 and elsewhere on M . Let
μ ∈ C∞ be a small, nonnegative function with support in {r ≤ 3r0} such that
μ+ R̃ > 0 when {r ≤ 2r0}. Now, let v be a solution of the equation

Lg̃v + χσ̃2 + μ = 0 (6.1)

such that v → 0 on all the ends. We assume that on each such end

σ̃2 ∈ ρ−ν−2
e C0,α

g̃

for some −ν ∈ (2 − n, 0) and that

σ̃2 − ˚̃σ
2 ∈ ρ−ν

c C0,α , ˚̃σ
2 �≡ 0

on each conformally asymptotically cylindrical end, with ν sufficiently small
as determined by the dimension and by the asymptotic behavior of R̃ in the
cylindrical ends. It is proved in Appendix A that with these decay conditions,
and since R̃ ≥ 0, a solution v exists.

It is straightforward from this method of proof that v tends uniformly to
zero as r0 ↗ ∞ and μ is made smaller. Thus, we may assume that

1 + v ≥ 1
2
.
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The scalar curvature of the metric g = (1 + v)
4

n−2 g̃ is equal to

R =
−Lg̃(1 + v)

c(n)(1 + v)
n+2
n−2

=
R̃

(1 + v)
n+2
n−2

+
(χσ̃2 + μ)

c(n)(1 + v)
n+2
n−2

. (6.2)

From this we see that R > 0 everywhere and R ≥ cσ̃2 for r ≥ r0 in the
asymptotically Euclidean and conical regions. For simplicity, we write this
new metric g as g̃ again.

We now adapt to this setting the construction of barrier functions from
Sect. 4.2. The hypotheses in the cylindrical ends are identical to those in that
section. Consider again the equation (4.21),

Δg̃u1 − (h+ f)u1 = −a . (6.3)

In each asymptotically conformally cylindrical end we solve the limiting equa-
tion

Δg̊ů1 − (h̊+ f̊ )̊u1 = −å; (6.4)

the function ů1 on N is strictly positive by the maximum principle. Similarly,
on each asymptotically periodic case we obtain a positive periodic solution ů1.

Now let ů denote any function on M which coincides with ů1 far out in
each cylindrical end and which equals one on each asymptotically Euclidean
or conical end. We search for a solution u1 of (6.3) by setting u1 = ů+ v. The
function v must satisfy

(Δg̃ − (h+ f))v = −a− (Δg̃ − (h+ f))̊u . (6.5)

This has suitable behavior in each asymptotic ends so that we may use the bar-
rier functions described in Appendix A. We obtain a solution v which satisfies
v ∈ e−ν1xC2,α(M) in the cylindrical ends, for some ν1 ∈ (0, ν), and such that
v decays faster than r−ε on the asymptotically Euclidean and conical ends.

The solution u1 = ů + v of (4.21) tends to the strictly positive function
ů; hence, u1 must be strictly positive far out on the cylindrical ends. The
maximum principle applied to (6.3) shows that u1 ≥ c > 0. The calculation
(4.20) shows that u− := tu1 is a strictly positive subsolution of (4.21) when
t > 0 is sufficiently small.

On the other hand, a large constant u+ := C provides a supersolution.
This is clear for any domain K in M which does not intersect the asymp-
totically Euclidean or conical regions since the scalar curvature R̃ is strictly
positive. On these other ends, we see that it is a supersolution using that
R̃ ≥ cσ̃2.

We now use the definition (4.23) in the cylindrical ends and

φ̃− = max(1 − Cr−δ, u−) and φ̃+ = min(1 + Cr−δ, u+). (6.6)

on the asymptotically Euclidean and conic ends, for δ > 0 sufficiently small.
All of this leads to the

Theorem 6.1. Let (Mn, g̃) be a complete Riemannian manifold, n ≥ 3, with a
finite number asymptotically Euclidean and conical ends and a finite number of
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conformally asymptotically cylindrical and periodic ends. Assume that R̃ ≥ 0
and R̃ ≥ c > 0 on the cylindrical ends. Then for any σ̃2 and β ≥ 0 satisfying

σ̃2, β ∈ ρ−ν−2
e C0,α

in each asymptotically flat or conical end and

σ̃2 − ˚̃σ
2
, β − β̊ ∈ ρ−ν

c C0,α
g̃ , ˚̃σ

2 �≡ 0,

in each asymptotically conformally cylindrical end, there exists a solution φ̃
of the Lichnerowicz equation with Λ = 0 so that each end in the conformally
rescaled metric has the same asymptotic type.

Appendix A. The Barrier Method for Linear and Semilinear
Elliptic Equations

We review here, for the reader’s convenience, two well-known results which
are invoked repeatedly in this paper to establish existence of solutions to the
certain linear and semilinear elliptic equations which arise in various geometric
settings. As explained in the introduction, we rely entirely on barrier methods
in this paper rather than, for example, parametrix methods. While these bar-
rier techniques rarely provide the sharpest mapping properties or decay rates,
they have several advantages; in particular, when they work, they tend to be
much simpler than other methods and usually require much less regularity.

Construction of barrier functions

Proposition A.1. Let (M, g̃) be a smooth Riemannian manifold, and h any
nonnegative smooth function on M . Suppose that f is smooth and there exist
two C0 functions φ̃ ≤ φ̃ which satisfy

(Δg̃ − h)φ̃ ≥ f, (Δg̃ − h)φ̃ ≤ f

in the weak sense. Then there exists a smooth function u such that

(Δg̃ − h)u = f and φ̃ ≤ u ≤ φ̃. (A.1)

Proof. Choose an exhaustion of M by a sequence of compact manifolds with
smooth boundary Mj . Because of the sign of h, the inhomogeneous Dirichlet
problem

(Δg̃ − h)uj = f, u|∂Mj
= φ̃

∣∣∣
∂Mj

is uniquely solvable for every j. By the standard (weak) comparison principle,
φ̃ ≤ uj ≤ φ̃ on Mj .

Letting j → ∞, we see that the sequence {uj} is uniformly bounded on
every compact set K ⊂ M . Using local elliptic estimates and the Arzela-Ascoli
theorem on each Mi, a diagonalization argument shows that some subsequence
uj′ converges in C∞ on every compact set. The limit function u satisfies the
correct equation and is sandwiched between the two barriers φ̃ and φ̃.
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Note that there is no a priori reason for this solution to be unique, al-
though this may be true in certain circumstances. �

A useful aspect of this is that the barriers need only be continuous rather
than C2. The simplest situation in which such a more relaxed hypothesis may
arise is the following:

Lemma A.2. Suppose that φ̃1 and φ̃2 are two subsolutions for the equation
(Δg̃ − h)u = f . Then φ̃ = max{φ̃1, φ̃2} is also a subsolution in the sense that
if u is a solution to this equation on a domain D and if u ≥ φ̃ on ∂D then
u ≥ φ̃ on D. Similarly if φ̃1 and φ̃2 are supersolutions, then φ̃ = min{φ̃1, φ̃2}
is also a supersolution.

Proof. Observe that u ≥ φ̃ ≥ φ̃j on ∂D hence u ≥ φ̃j on D. Since this is true
for j = 1, 2, we have u ≥ φ̃ on D too. �

In the applications encountered in this paper, one of the subsolutions,
say φ̃2, is typically only defined on some open subset of M rather than on the
whole space, so the argument above does not quite work. Thus, we formulate
this result in a slightly more general way.

As in the proof of Proposition A.1, it suffices to consider barriers on a
compact manifold with boundary, since when M is noncompact we construct
solutions on a exhaustion of M by compact manifolds with boundary Mj , and
then extract a convergent sequence using Arzela-Ascoli.

Thus, let M be a compact manifold with boundary, and suppose that
∂M = ∂1M ∪ ∂2M is a union of two components (which may themselves
decompose further). Suppose that U is a relatively open set M containing
∂2M , but which has closure disjoint from ∂1M . Let φ1 be a subsolution for
the operator L = Δ − h which is defined on all of M , and φ2 a subsolution for
L which is only defined on U . We assume that φ1 and φ2 are continuous and
subsolutions in the weak sense.

Consider the open set V = {φ2 > φ1}, and let us suppose that

∂2M ⊂ V ⊂ V ⊂ U .
Define the function

ψ =

{
max{φ1, φ2} in U
φ1 in M\U .

Lemma A.3. This function ψ is continuous and a weak global subsolution for
L on M .

Proof. The continuity of ψ is clear from the fact that φ1 > φ2 in a neighbor-
hood of the ‘inner’ boundary of U , i.e., ∂U\∂2M .

Next, suppose that u is a solution defined on all of M and that u ≥ ψ on
∂M . Thus, u ≥ φ1 on ∂1M and u ≥ φ2 on ∂2M . By assumption, φ2 ≥ φ1 on
∂2M so u ≥ φ1 on all of ∂M ; hence, since φ1 is a subsolution, u ≥ φ1 on all of
M . In particular, u ≥ φ1 on the set Y = {φ1 = φ2}.
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The set Y is compactly contained in U , and furthermore, ∂V = Y ∪∂2M .
This means that u ≥ φ2 on ∂V hence u ≥ φ2 on all of V. Putting these facts
together yields that u ≥ ψ on all of M . �

Examples of barrier functions
Now suppose that (M, g̃) is a complete manifold with a finite number

of ends, each of one of the six types described in the introduction. We illus-
trate how the situation above arises by describing standard types of sub- and
supersolutions for the problem

(Δg̃ − h)u = f (A.2)

on each of these types of ends. Here f is a C0,μ function which satisfies certain
weighted decay conditions which are implicit in each case. In each of these
geometries, the end E is a product R

+ ×N , where N is a compact manifold,
but there is a different asymptotic structure each time.
1. Asymptotically conic ends (this includes asymptotically Euclidean ends):

Here g̃ approaches the conic metric gc := dr2 + r2h for some metric h on
N in the following sense. Using a fixed coordinate system (y1, . . . , yn−1) on
N , augmented by r = y0 ≥ 1, we assume that

g̃ij − (gc)ij = o(1) , ∂k(g̃ij − (gc)ij) = o(r−1). (A.3)

Then

u± = ±C‖rα+2f‖L∞r−α

are sub- and supersolutions of (A.2) when r ≥ r0 and C � 0, provided
α ∈ (0, n− 2).

2. Conformally compact (asymptotically hyperbolic) ends: We now assume that
x ∈ (0, x0] and that g = x2g̃ has components approaching those of dx2 + g̊
as x → 0, where g̊ is a Riemannian metric on N , and that the derivatives
of the coordinate components of g are o(x−1). Now, if ν ∈ (0, n− 1),

u± = ±‖x−νf‖L∞xν

are sub- and supersolutions of (A.2) when x0 � 1 and C is sufficiently
large.

3. Asymptotically cylindrical ends: Assume that on [x0,∞) × N the metric
components of g̃ and their first coordinate derivatives approach those of
dx2 + g̊, where g̊ is a Riemannian metric on N . We emphasize that no
decay rate is required. Assume moreover that

h ≥ η2 > 0,

for some constant η. Then, if ν ∈ (−η, η), the functions

u± = ±C‖eνxf‖L∞e−νx

are sub- and supersolutions of (A.2) for x0 � 1.
4. Cylindrically bounded ends: Consider a metric g̃ on [x0,∞) ×N . To obtain

exponentially decaying sub- and supersolutions we need to ensure that

(Δg̃ − h)e−νx ≤ −Ce−νx (A.4)
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for some constant C. Now

(Δg̃ − h)e−νx = (−νΔg̃x+ ν2|dx|g̃ − h)e−νx, (A.5)

and so (A.4) holds if

h ≥ C − νΔg̃x+ ν2|dx|g̃ . (A.6)

For example, this holds when |ν| is small enough provided there exists a
constant ε > 0 such that

h ≥ ε , Δg̃x ≤ ε−1 , |dx|g̃ ≤ ε−1,

In particular, this holds for any cylindrically bounded metric (including
conformally asymptotically cylindrical and conformally asymptotically pe-
riodic metrics) provided h ≥ η2 > 0.

An alternate construction of barriers
These various sub- and supersolutions take constant values at the bound-

ary {x0}×N of E and have the extra property that the gradient of ∓u± points
into E at the boundary (in the cylindrical cases, one must assume that ν > 0
for this to hold). If this sort of normal derivative condition holds, then there
is an alternate proof that these can be used to construct weak barriers.

Suppose that (M, g̃) is the union of a smooth compact manifold with
boundary M0 with a finite number of ends E�. Suppose too that on each end
E� there are sub- and supersolutions u�,− < 0 < u�,+ of (A.2) which take
constant values on ∂M0, and such that ∓∇u�,± is nonvanishing along ∂E� and
points into E�. Possibly multiplying the u�,± by large constants, we assume
that all u�,± take the same constant value α± on ∂M0.

Let u0 be the solution of (A.2) on M0 with u0 = 0 on ∂M0. Choose a
large constant C so that |∇u�,±| ≥ C on ∂M0 gradient of each of the u± on
∂M0 is everywhere larger than sup∂M0

|∇u0|. Then the functions

φ± =

{
u0 + Cα± on M0

Cu�,± on E�,

are weak sub- and supersolutions of (A.2) on the entire manifold M . Indeed,
the choice of C guarantees that the distributional second derivatives of φ±
have the appropriate signs at ∂M0.

Using barriers to construct solutions of equations
We turn, finally, to a consideration of how these barrier functions can be

used to solve semilinear elliptic equations.

Proposition A.4 (Monotone iteration scheme). Let (M, g̃) be a smooth Rie-
mannian manifold and F a locally Lipschitz function. Suppose that φ̃ ≤ φ̃ are
continuous functions which satisfy

Δg̃φ̃ ≥ F (z, φ̃), Δg̃φ̃ ≤ F (z, φ̃)

weakly. Then there exists a smooth function φ̃ on M such that

Δg̃φ̃ = F (z, φ̃), φ̃ ≤ φ̃ ≤ φ̃.
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As in the linear case, we do not assert that the solution is unique, and
there are examples which show that uniqueness may fail.

Proof. When M is compact, we proceed as follows. Let α = infM φ̃ and α =

supM φ̃. Rewrite the equation as

(Δg̃ −A2)φ̃ = FA(z, φ̃),

where

FA(z, φ̃) := F (z, φ̃) −A2φ̃.

Choose A so large that the function FA satisfies ∂FA(z, μ)/∂φ̃ < 0 for almost
every μ ∈ [α, α].

Now set φ̃0 = φ̃, and define the sequence of functions φ̃j by

(Δg̃ −A2)φ̃j+1 = FA(z, φ̃j).

To see that this is well defined for every j, note simply that Δg̃−A2 is invertible
and furthermore, by the maximum principle and induction,

φ̃ = φ̃0 ≤ φ̃1 ≤ φ̃2 ≤ · · · < φ̃,

for all j, which implies that FA is monotone for the same constant A (which
depends only on φ̃ and φ̃). Even though φ̃0 is only continuous, standard elliptic
regularity shows that φ̃1 ∈ C0,α and that φ̃j ∈ C2,α for j ≥ 2.

We have produced a sequence which is monotone and uniformly bounded
away from 0 and ∞, so it is straightforward to extract a subsequence which
converges in C2,α for some 0 < α < 1. If F ∈ C∞, then the subsequence
converges in C∞ too.

All of this works equally well if M is a compact manifold with boundary.
To be concrete, we require at each stage that φ̃j = φ̃ on ∂M and we obtain a
solution in the limit which satisfies the same boundary conditions.

Now consider a general manifold (M, g̃). As in Lemma A.2, choose an
exhaustion Mj of M by compact submanifolds with smooth boundary. For
each j, choose Aj so large that ∂F (z, μ)/∂φ̃−A2

j < 0 on Mj for almost every

μ ∈
[
inf
Mj

φ̃, sup
Mj

φ̃

]
.

We may as well assume that Aj is a nondecreasing sequence.
Using the first part of the proof, for each j, we can solve the equation

(Δg̃ −A2
j )φ̃j = FAj

(z, φ̃j), φ̃j

∣∣∣
∂Mj

= φ̃.

Notice that by adding A2
j φ̃j to both sides, the functions φ̃j all satisfy the same

equation and are all trapped between the two fixed barrier functions φ̃ and φ̃,
albeit on an expanding sequence of domains. Elliptic estimates for the fixed
equation Δφ̃ = F (z, φ̃) may now be used to obtain uniform a priori estimates
for derivatives of φ̃j on any fixed compact set. From this we can use Arzela-
Ascoli and a diagonalization argument to find a subsequence which converges
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in C2,α (or C∞) on any compact set to a limit function which satisfies the
equation and which lies between the same two barrier functions. �

Appendix B. Some Examples

The flagship example of black holes with degenerate horizons is provided by
the Majumdar-Papapetrou black holes, in which the metric 4g and the electro-
magnetic potential A take the form

4g = −u−2dt2 + u2(dx2 + dy2 + dz2), (B.1)
A = u−1dt. (B.2)

The standard MP black holes are obtained if the coordinates xμ of (B.1)–(B.2)
cover the range R × (R3\{�ai}) for a finite set of points �ai ∈ R

3, i = 1, . . . , I,
with the function u taking the form

u = 1 +
I∑

i=1

mi

|�x− �ai| , (B.3)

for some strictly positive constants mi. Introducing radial coordinates centered
at a puncture �ai, the metric g induced on the slices t = const by (B.1) is

g =
m2

i

r2
(1 +O(r))

(
dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2)

)
. (B.4)

The new coordinate x = − ln r leads to a manifestly asymptotically cylindrical
metric:

g = m2
i (1 +O(e−x))

(
dx2 + dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:̊g

)
. (B.5)

In this example, the slices t = const are totally geodesic, and it follows
from the scalar constraint equation (with Maxwell sources) that the scalar
curvature of g is positive everywhere. Furthermore the scalar curvature of the
metric h̊ defined in (B.5) equals two, while R approaches 2/m2

i as one moves
out along the ith cylindrical end.

A very similar analysis applies on the slices of constant time in the Kastor-
Traschen metrics [32], solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations with positive
cosmological constant.

A simple example of a metric with two cylindrical ends with toroidal
transverse topology is provided by Bianchi I metrics in which two directions
only have been compactified, leading to a spatial topology R × T

2.
Another example of metrics with ends of cylindrical type is provided by

the extreme Kerr metrics. The metric induced on Boyer-Lindquist sections of
the event horizons of the Kerr metric reads

ds2 = (R2 + a2 cos2 θ) dθ2 +
(R2 + a2)2 sin2 θ

R2 + a2 cos2 θ
dϕ2, (B.6)
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where R = m± √
m2 − a2. We note that its scalar curvature, denoted here by

K, is [35]

K =
(R2 + a2)(3a2 cos2 θ −R2)

(R2 + a2 cos2 θ)3
.

We claim that the limiting metric, as one recedes to infinity along the
cylindrical end of the extreme Kerr metric, can be obtained from (B.6) by
setting a = m:

g̊ = m2

(
(1 + cos2 θ)dθ2 +

4 sin2 θ

1 + cos2 θ
dϕ2

)
. (B.7)

(This metric has scalar curvature

K =
2(3 cos2 θ − 1)
m2(1 + cos2 θ)3

.

and the reader should note that K changes sign.) Indeed, the extreme Kerr
metrics in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates take the form, changing ϕ to its neg-
ative if necessary,

g = −dt2 +
2mr

r2 +m2 cos2 θ
(dt−m sin2 θdϕ)2 + (r2 +m2) sin2 θdϕ2

+
r2 +m2 cos2 θ

(r −m)2
dr2 + (r2 +m2 cos2 θ)dθ2. (B.8)

The metric induced on the slices t = const reads, keeping in mind that
r > m,

g =
r2 +m2 cos2 θ

(r −m)2
dr2 + (r2 +m2 cos2 θ)dθ2

+
(r2 +m2)2 − (r −m)2m2 sin2 θ

r2 +m2 cos2 θ
sin2 θdϕ2 . (B.9)

Introducing a new variable x ∈ (−∞,∞) defined as

dx = − dr

r −m
=⇒ x = − ln (r −m),

so that x tends to infinity as r approaches m from above, the metric g in (B.9)
exponentially approaches

m2(1 + cos2 θ)
(
dx2 + dθ2 +

4 sin2 θ

(1 + cos2 θ)2
dϕ2

)
(B.10)

as x → ∞. We thus see that the degenerate Kerr space-times contain CMC
slices with asymptotically conformally cylindrical ends.

Recall that the scalar curvature K of a metric of the form dθ2 + e2fdϕ2

equals

K = −2(f ′′ + (f ′)2).
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Hence, the transverse part g̊ of the limiting conformal metric appearing in
(B.10) has scalar curvature

K = − 4 cos(2θ)
(cos2 θ + 1)2

,

which is negative on the northern hemisphere and positive on the southern
one. We note that the slices t = const are maximal, and the scalar constraint
equation shows thatR ≥ 0. This example clearly exhibits the lack of correlation
between the sign of the limit limx→∞R and that of the scalar curvature of
the transverse part of the asymptotic metric (whether g̊ as defined in (B.7)
or its conformally rescaled version h̊ from (B.10)), even when the constraint
equations hold.
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